Proclamation
IN HONOR OF CHARLES MOREAU

WHEREAS, Charles “Chuck” Moreau is a proud, long time resident of Albany, California and an outstanding member of the Albany community; and

WHEREAS, Charles Moreau has been an ambassador for the Bay Area Cajun/Zydeco community since the early 90s and is recognized as one of the longest participating members of the Cajun/Zydeco dance community in California; and

WHEREAS, Charles Moreau’s annual Cajun/Zydeco party has been attracting the entire Bay Area Zydeco community since 2001 and is a highly anticipated affair held at Nature Friends in Oakland, California with music provided by Andrew Carrier and the Cajun/Zydeco All Stars, a top local band; and

WHEREAS, in addition to providing this community a legacy of wisdom and love throughout the years, Mr. Charles “Chuck” Moreau has earned the respect and admiration of the entire Cajun/Zydeco Community in California, and is widely known throughout the dance community, here and in Louisiana.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT PROCLAIMED, that the Albany City Council hereby gives full recognition to Charles “Chuck” Moreau for his contributions and services to the Cajun/Zydeco community.

Peggy McQuaid, Mayor
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